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Animal Traces and Tracks
Anne Packard

Winter in New Hampshire is a time of year for many outdoor
activities, like skiing, ice skating, sledding, ice climbing, or a
leisurely snowshoe walk in the woods. But we are not the only
ones active in the winter. Imprints of animal feet (tracks) and
other signs of wildlife (scat, browsed shrubs and saplings, claw
marks on trees, or missing bark, to name a few) all provide
clues about the animals who share our winter world.
Figuring out the identity of these animals can be fun, and often
challenging. All you need is a tape measure or ruler, a note
book, and a tracking book. A magnifying glass is useful for
examining other animal signs, like the contents of scat or hairs
left in a rubbed area of a tree. This article focuses on identification of the imprints (tracks) that we can see in the snow, with
emphasis on three ‘Ps’ that help identify the animal making the
track: PLACE, PATTERN, and PRINT.
Where you are
(PLACE) often narrows the possibilities. Patterns of animal
footprints can vary but are generally grouped into four
(PATTERN) types: walkers or trotters, bounders, hoppers, and
waddlers. The individual imprints of the feet of the animal
(PRINT) can be used to identify an animal group or even a particular species.
For example, at a place near a stream or frozen pond you can
expect to find signs of muskrats, otters, and mink. A place in
an oak forest might have evidence of gray squirrel activity. A
winter hike up any of the 4000’ NH peaks often shows you that
snowshoe hares, fishers, moose, and bears have walked the
same trail. Be aware of where you are and what animals tend
to live in that type of place.

Movement patterns also provide good information: Walkers and
trotters move a front foot and opposite rear foot forward at
the same time, and the rear feet go into the prints left by the
front feet. This group includes horses, deer, moose, canines
(coyotes, fox, and dogs) and felines (house cats, bobcats, lynx,
and mountain lions). Dog tracks often wander around while fox
and coyote tracks tend to be in straight lines. Bounders (above
left) land all four feet in the same pair of tracks, or almost.
These animals have long narrow bodies and relatively short
legs. They push off from their rear legs, stretch out, and land
on their front feet. Both front feet then lift up while the rear feet
land where the front feet had been. Bounders are all members
of the weasel family and include mink, otters, martens, and
fishers. Hoppers include the snowshoe hares and squirrels.
Their rear feet are larger than their front feet, and the rear feet
come down in front of the front feet. Snowshoe hare prints are
larger than those of squirrels, and the front prints tend to be
diagonally offset while the front foot prints of squirrels are side
by side. Waddlers (above right) are slow movers; they have
heavy bodies with short legs. Their rear legs are longer than
their front legs, and their rear feet are larger than their front
feet. The waddle occurs because the right front and rear feet

move forward, one at a time, as the body leans to the left, then
the left front and rear feet move forward, again one at a time, as
the body leans to the right. This group includes bears, beavers,
opossum, porcupines, raccoons, muskrats, and woodchuck.
Woodchuck are true hibernators so you are not likely to see any
sign of these animals during the cold winter months.
Once you have identified the track pattern, make some measurements of the print, including the stride (distance between
prints from heel of one print to heel of the next), the straddle
(width of the track pattern between the outside of the right and
outside of the left heels), and the dimensions of the imprint
(length and width). Note the number of toes in each print to
narrow down the identification:
One toe, front and rear feet = Horse
Two toes, front and rear feet = Moose, Deer
Four toes, front and rear feet = Snowshoe Hare, Bobcat, Fox,
Coyote, Cat, Dog
Five toes, front and rear feet = Weasel, Mink, Skunk, Otter,
Opossum, Raccoon, Muskrat, Bear
Four toes, front feet; five toes, rear feet = Mouse, Squirrel,
Chipmunk, Porcupine
Now for some real-life observations. Last winter, while hiking
up to Square Ledge from Wonalancet, I came across tracks of
a walker going in a straight line. There were four toes and no
visible nails. Nails can usually be seen in canine tracks but cat
species have retractable claws that are not visible in the track,
so it was probably from a cat. The tracks were just about two
inches across. According to the guide to NH animal tracks,
there are three possibilities for cat tracks. House cat paws
measure between one and two inches. Lynx have three-inch
wide rear feet and front feet measuring a little more than four
inches wide. Bobcats have front and back feet that are about
two inches wide. Identification made!
The early snow this winter created some great tracking opportunities. There are many tracks of a walker across our front yard
that punch through a foot of snow with obvious drag marks on
the snow between the prints. The print has two toes and is
more than two inches wide. The two species with two toes in
New Hampshire are the white-tailed deer and the moose. A
moose print would be more than twice the size of a deer print,
about five inches. Moose are physically better adapted to snow
conditions than deer and can navigate deep snow more easily
because of their long legs. The drag marks on the snow reflect
the inability of the deer to pull their feet up out of deep snow.
Doublehead Mountain, in Jackson, is on the “52 with a view”
hiking list (available online). It offers excellent views of Mt.
Washington from the north and south peaks and has a ski trail
from the summit of the north peak. The prints I observed on
this hike were of a small bounder with an 18-inch stride. The
tracks were small, the straddle a little more than an inch. Definitely that of a weasel, and my best guess would be a short tail
(Continued on page 4)
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Quincy Bog Volunteer Hosts Do It Again!

Janice Mulherin

Kathy Wallace

Ecclesiastes tells us “to everything there is a season”; here at the
Bog, we are deep into the season of winter. Gone are the wildflowers of spring, the birds of summer, and the stunning colors of
fall. We now enjoy the silent beauty of snow and ice. It is a great
time for reflection and we have a lot to be grateful for.

We thought we had exceptionally wet trails in
2017, but 2018 really outdid itself. Starting
with a newly formed beaver pond raising the
water levels to the northwest of the trail, the
rains came and came again this year, causing unceasing flooding. I heard that the board
is seeking grant funds to build sections of a
different style of boardwalk which could stay dry a lot longer and
be less slippery. Wouldn’t that be good news to all the Bog visitors! Thank you to all of our volunteers who put out plant identification signs, helped with boardwalk repair efforts, and trimmed
the sedges hanging over the trails.

Our summer evening programs and nature walks were fun and
informative. The Junior Naturalist program introduced local children to the wonders of the Bog, and our partnership with Rumney’s Russell Elementary School provided great opportunities for
kids to explore the natural world as part of their after-school and
summer programs. School children from even farther away are
finding their way to the Bog and some of the local non-traditional
schools are using the Bog as an outdoor classroom and for community service projects.
The pine trees on the
Baker Forest tract (next
to Quincy Bog) were
harvested last year and
provided income which
we will use to improve
our boardwalks and
trails. The tract is already brimming with
beautiful
seedlings
including white pine,
red oak, and many types of shrubs. We also planted American
elm and American chestnut trees to improve the site’s diversity
and to help reestablish these species back into the ecosystem.
One of the lesser known parts of our organization is the PemiBaker Land Trust. We annually monitor properties on which we
hold conservation easements. It is always a pleasure to spend
time walking these conserved lands. This year, with the early
arrival of snow, there seemed to be an abundance of wildlife
tracks. Thanks to the generosity of the landowners, these lands
will continue to provide valuable wildlife habitat for generations.
As we enter the New Year, the Quincy Bog Board of Directors
will welcome two new members, Amy Dupuis and Mark Runquist.
We look forward to the new energy and ideas that they will bring.
And finally, the New Year will also bring new leadership to the
Bog, as long-time Directors Gino Infascelli and Marguerite Crowell become our new President and Vice President. Great things
are happening at the Bog; I hope you will make time in your busy
holiday season to enjoy the beauty of winter.
Wishing you a happy, wondrous New Year. See you at the Bog!
This is Janice Mulherin’s last column as President, but she will continue serving on
the board and enjoying visits to the Bog. Thanks to Janice for her leadership over
the past five years!

Join the Friends of Quincy Bog
The Quincy Bog Natural Area is supported entirely by volunteer
efforts and donations from friends like you. As we move from
one year to the next, and look forward to the welcoming embrace
of spring color, scents, and sounds, please consider offering a
little green of your own – you’ll be the life of the Bog! We’ve provided a pre-addressed envelope for your tax-deductible donation.
The bears, beavers, and bees all thank you!
Thanks from all of us at Quincy Bog & Pemi-Baker Land Trust

This year fourteen Bog Hosts worked to keep the Nature Center
open throughout July and August (as well as some of May, June,
September, and October). We were especially excited to have
eight NEW volunteers this season – Steve Anglea, Linda Barnes,
Diane Devine, Cathy Foster, and Amy Dupuis and her children,
Madelyn, Ella, and Armand. Amy and her children were our first
family group to serve as hosts. We encourage others to try this
as well and bring fresh, young ideas to the hosting program at
the Bog. Steve Anglea, our neighbor on Quincy Bog Road, did
us a special service by regularly taking the trash to the transfer
station. Steve Daniels again took the prize for consistently serving two, four-hour shifts per week! He loves it! Whether serving
one shift per week, alternate week shifts, or substituting in, our
hosts love their work. And, even though long-time volunteer Pat
Barker had moved to Laconia, she attended our orientation meeting and served at the Nature Center as a host every other week.
We were delighted to see the longer drive didn’t hold her back!
Thank you to all of our volunteers for the time and energy you
bring to the Bog!
Bog Hosts experience firsthand the gratification of greeting new
visitors, hearing them exclaim about discovering the Bog, and
declaring it a local treasure. The Nature Center exhibits continue
to draw attention and inspire questions. We enjoy learning from
the visitors, sharing the knowledge we have, and helping them
learn and use our resources to satisfy their curiosity.
It may sound like we have an abundance of Bog Hosts, but in
fact, the Quincy Bog Natural Area would be even better served if
we had enough hosts to completely fill out the schedule in the
summer as well as in the off-season. Weekends and days near
holidays are by far the busiest with visitors to the Bog. At times
there are unmanned intervals on a weekend, and so visitors find
the doors to the Nature Center locked. Please consider treating
yourself to this very special three-hour-a-week opportunity as a
Bog Host (and pass along this invitation to people of all ages who
cross your path!). We have found that when we encounter visitors and suggest that they try hosting, they seem delighted to
consider it. We do find that those who sign up for a weekly slot
are most likely to serve consistently, but we also welcome anyone who needs more flexibility. Give any new names to Kathy at
603-786-2617 or ke3wallace@gmail.com.
We thank everyone who has served this season and everyone
who shared ideas for making Bog visits better and better for all.
Stay tuned for notice of our spring orientation meeting. We look
forward to seeing you there!
Kathy Wallace of Rumney is a Board Affiliate with QBNA and co -coordinates
the Bog Host volunteers.
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Junior Naturalist Corner
Marguerite Crowell

Snow Tracks

As our lead article highlights, winter is a
great time to hunt for tracks, trails, and
impressions in the snow. Here are a few
steps to get you started:
Step 1—Get outside and look for
tracks!
Tracks tell a story. Keep a journal of the
tracks you find, take a picture or sketch
their shape, and draw a map of their location. Scientists often rely on tracks to
learn about wildlife; you can too! Put a
glove or object beside the tracks for scale
(size). You can write down if the tracks:
▪ follow the same trail.
▪ are all made by the same animal.
▪ show a pattern of movement.
▪ visit one location, like a tree or rock.

Bounders The front feet hit first, and as
these animals spring forward the back feet
land where the front feet were. Try bounding like an otter, fisher, or weasel!
Waddlers These animals shift their
weight from right to left as both of the feet
on one side move forward together. Try
waddling like a beaver, raccoon, or bear!
Above: photo by Anne Packard
Below: Tracks of a hopper, note the trace left by
the tail. Photo by Lisa Doner

Cool Fact—Check out the top photo of an impression left in the snow by an owl capturing
its prey!
Step 3—Use resources and practice!
Field guides, available at your school, local library, and on the internet, are very
helpful.

Step 2—Learn the track patterns!
Walkers As a front leg moves forward,
a back paw/hoof goes onto the spot where
the front paw/hoof just was. Try walking
like a bobcat, fox, or deer!

Gallopers/Hoppers The large back feet
move forward to land in front of their small
front feet. Try galloping like a snowshoe
hare, squirrel, or mouse!

Marguerite Crowell’s creative approach to
exploring nature engages students of all ages.

Books We’re Reading at the Bog

Cool Fact—Snow print wax can be used to
make a cast of an animal print found in the
snow!

Goldfarb writes with clarity and humor. His argument for protecting an animal that many consider to be a pest is both compelling
and illuminating. It is an easy read but is, at the same time, sophisticated and scientific.

Eager: the surprising, secret life of beavers
and why they matter

As the chair of QBNA’s Trails & Lands Committee, Bob Bulkeley often gets a firsthand look at the creativity of our determined beavers.

A review submitted by Bob Bulkeley
Eager (Chelsea Green Publishing, 2018) is an engaging chronicle of the ecological role of beavers as told by environmental
journalist Ben Goldfarb. He takes the reader on a journey across
the North American landscape, from a time of great abundance
of beaver, before trapping, through today’s emerging recognition
of natural benefits created by beaver activity. These benefits
include waterfowl habitat creation, refilling groundwater aquifers,
and flood control. The author has a deep and broad ecological
vision, particularly regarding the Yellowstone area where he sees
a need for beavers to restore the wetlands so essential to a
healthy, natural environment. He argues that the re-introduction
of wolves is vital to this restoration, because these predators
control the elk who compete with beavers for willows and other
food necessary for their survival.
The first chapters highlight the virtual elimination of the beaver by
early trappers and then their reintroduction in the Adirondacks in
the 1920s. The book goes on to discuss beavers’ impressive
construction abilities and current efforts to control them as humans encroach on their domain. Humans versus beavers in New
England is a war largely won by the rodents. Goldfarb presents
ineffective approaches to beaver control, such as the beaver
baffle and relocation (often to places lacking enough vegetation
for their survival). The book even includes an intriguing chapter
on beaver management in Scotland before ending with a chapter
entitled “Let the Rodent Do the Work”.

Dogs and bikes and wildlife, oh my!
Lisa Doner
Those of you who come to the Bog infrequently might be surprised to learn that our policy has changed slightly regarding our
canine friends. As the owner of two large dogs, it has been a joy
to bring my four-legged kids to the Bog, and to see them explore
and revel in the wilderness. At the same time, I always felt like I
was getting away with something that didn’t quite suit the concept of a protected natural area, because dogs may disturb the
animals who make the Bog their home. I feel a sense of relief
that the Quincy Bog Board approved a reasonable compromise,
to continue to allow dogs but to require that they be leashed. I’m
happy to adapt to this change and frankly, my dogs are just happy to be outside with me. No complaints there! And you’re still
welcome to walk your dog off-leash at Quincy Pasture Forest.
Also, as a friendly reminder, while we occasionally see bicycle
enthusiasts trying to navigate the bumpy and often wet bog trail,
bike use is not (and has never been) allowed. Please park your
bike at the Nature Center and enjoy a more leisurely visit; you’re
sure to see many more interesting things on foot!
Lisa Doner is the proud companion of Bella and TinTin, trail -happy Chinooks.
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Board of Directors
Rumney Ecological Systems
administrators of
Quincy Bog Natural Area and
Pemi-Baker Land Trust
President Gino Infascelli, 2012, Campton
Vice President Marguerite Crowell, 2012,
Plymouth
Secretary Kerry Yurewicz, 2008, Plymouth
Treasurer Robert Berti, 1996, Rumney

P.O. Box 90, Rumney, NH 03266

Directors
Patricia Barker, 1981, Campton
Robert Bulkeley, 2005, Campton
Charles Chandler, 2006, Warren
Marguerite Crowell, 2012, Plymouth
Lisa Doner, 2014, Plymouth
Amy Dupuis, 2019, Rumney
Judi Hall, 2017, Rumney
Jessica Halm, 2018, Campton
Ryan Harvey, 2014, Dorcester
Widge Kent, 2002, Plymouth
Janice Mulherin, 2011, Rumney
David Peeler, 2014, Campton
John Richards, 2017, Holderness
Mark Runquist, 2019, Rumney
Betty Jo Taffe, 1994, Rumney
Paul Wilson, 2018, Bridgewater
Names are followed by the year of joining Board.

Founding Director
George (Joe) Kent*, Rumney
Directors Emeritus
Allan R. Keith*, Chilmark, MA
Warren King, Ripton, VT
Faith Mattison, Hanover
George “Al” Ports, Rumney
Bill Taffe, Rumney
*member of original Board

Editors: Lisa Doner & Kerry Yurewicz
Contact us: bognotes@quincybog.org
Clipart source: www.wpclipart.com

Quincy Bog Notes is a twice-yearly newsletter of information, announcements, and news
about the Quincy Bog Natural Area and Pemi-Baker Land Trust.
This edition has been partially underwritten by Avangrid.
Quincy Bog Natural Area, 131 Quincy Bog Road, Rumney, NH, 03266, www.quincybog.org
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weasel (ermine). I didn’t have a measuring tape so I used my ski
pole to estimate the measurements.
Tiny tracks are almost impossible to positively identify in snow.
Fine grained, soft mud is best for those tracks. Small tracks are
made by mice, shrews, and voles. Of these, shrew tracks are the
smallest, an inch or less. Often there is a tail mark down through
the center of the track. Mice and voles have straddles of 1.5
inches or more. Mice will often leave tail drag marks in the snow
(or mud) and typically will not burrow or form channels through
the snow. Voles will burrow and form channels but their tails will
not leave drag marks.
So next time there is a fresh snowfall, get on your warm clothes,
collect your tracking gear and find out what’s out there. There is
so much to see! Tracking groups in the area go out once a
month during the winter. Members of these groups are very
knowledgeable. Contact the editors of the newsletter if you are
interested.
Here are some guides and other resources for tracking and nature in winter:

▪ Levine, Lynn and Martha Mitchell 2008. Mammal tracks and scat.
Heartwood Press, VT. www.heartwoodpress.com

▪ Marchand, Peter J. 2013. Life in the cold, an introduction to winter
▪

ecology. 4th ed. University Press of New England, Hanover, NH.
Murie, Olaus J. and Mark Elbroch. 2005. A field guide to animal tracks
[3rd ed.] The Peterson Field Guide Series. Houghton Mifflin Company.
Singapore

▪ New Hampshire Fish and Game Department. Pocket guide to N.H.
▪
▪

animal tracks. Available at: https://www.fws.gov/newengland/pdfs/
Track_Card.pdf (Source of track illustrations on page 1).
Rezendes, Paul. 1995. Tracking and the art of seeing, how to read
animal tracks and sign. Camden House Publishing, Inc. Charlotte, VT.
Stokes, Donald W. and Lillian Q. Stokes. 1986. Guide to animal tracking and behavior. Little, Brown and Company. New York.

Special thanks to Barbara Bald who studied tracking with a student of Paul Rezendes and has enthusiastically shared her
knowledge of the art with so many others.
Anne Packard is a retired biology instructor with a passion for winter ecology
and tracking.

Save These Dates for Spring
Bog Events
Spring Bird Walk with Iain MacLeod:
 Sunday, May 12 (7:00 to 9:30 AM)
Wild Edible and Medicinal Plants and Fungi Workshop with
Rick Van de Poll (Pre-registration with payment of $20 fee will
be required, contact Betty Jo Taffe at 603-786-2553 or
bjtaffe@gmail.com for more information):
 Sunday, June 2 (9:00 AM to 1:00 PM)
These programs will meet at the Nature Center.
As the dates draw nearer, stay tuned to our
website (www.quincybog.org) and our Facebook page for more information and updates.

